Make life easy for
users who file a lot of
emails
Assist takes best practice filing and suggests the
most suitable location for new content

Use predictive filing to
increase your efficiency
Whether your information workers are engaged in projects, case
management or client correspondence, Repstor assist makes it
easy to keep track of everything by suggesting where received or
sent emails and attached content are filed as users receive and
interact with them in Office 365/Outlook.
Rather than team members having to scroll back through
old email trails or search their ECM/document management
system to pinpoint the latest information, they can be confident
it’s all quickly accessible from the correct shared folder in the
designated content repository.
A companion product to Repstor affinity, Repstor assist provides
a predictive filing capability, that quickly learns where related
content and emails need to go. By prompting users to file
everything in the right place, it ensures that no information,
documents or related correspondence go astray.
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What our customers
are saying:
“Repstor assist delivered an
immediate 87% improvement on time
spent on project-related filing.”
Debra Jones, Project Manager,
National Resources Wales

Stand Out Benefits

Enforces best practice

Continuous productivity

•• Learns quickly from the most organized

•

information workers about the best place
to file emails & attachments, prompting
others to follow suit – proactively
suggesting destination folders rather than
leaving this up to each individual.

Repstor assist offers off-line working,
allowing the same easy filing experience
while on the move.

•

Boosts ECM payback, as users default to
storing and accessing all content there

•

IT burden is reduced as more content
is stored where it should be, without
unnecessary duplication.
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“Business First, User First” and has

firms and legal departments. Our
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based systems on the principle of

financial services organizations, law

Broad application

Enhanced IT ROI

Transform Data creates context

a specific focus on professional and

Boosts speed & productivity
Quick to self-train, accelerating
categorization and accurate filing, so no
more time is lost to tracking down misfiled
or mislaid content.

About Transform Data International

Like Repstor affinity, the Repstor
assist module is platform-agnostic,
which means it can be used for filing to
content stores and file shares including
SharePoint, M-Files, Microfocus Content
Manager, Opentext eDocs, Dropbox, Box,
iManage Work, Meridio, HiqhQ, Dynamics
CRM and more.

solutions strengthen the adoption of
Office 365 and SharePoint to ensure
the optimal use of information within
organizations. We help organizations
to optimize their employees’ total
productivity by combining documents,
tasks, workflows, external data and
reports into one context based user
interface.
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